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LEGACIES TO THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
The LACF depends for its income
entirely on members and supporters. Please consider leaving the LAc F a legacy in your will: it is a
charitable organization and all legacies to it are exempt from Capital Transfer Tax and aggregation
without limit. Bequests can take the form of a lump sum or the residue or a fraction of your estate.
Some members might prefer to consider leaving works of fine or decorative art but if you
contemplate doing this it would be helpful if you could please seek the advice of the Secretary who
can let you know if any item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City Art Galleries.
The following would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for inclusion in your will:

'I bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House, Leeds, a legacy of
........................
free of all
taxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the LAc F is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.

THE LEEDs ART coLLEcTIQNs FDND ls one of the oldest supporting bodies for the visual arts in Great Britam, a source of
regular funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collections. Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery, Temple Newsam
House and Lotherton Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all functions, private views and orgamzed visits
to places of mterest. Membership is open to everyone on payment of a minimum annual subscnption of L to. There is also a
concessionary joint membership for Lr I and life membership for i Jo per person or Lzzs joint. Corporate membership for
organizations is Lz J. If you would hke to loin simply complete the form and send it with your remittance to the Hon. Secretary,
Leeds Art Collecnons Fund, Temple Newsam House, Leeds i st I oAE. Telephone 64y I zr.
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EDITORIAL
The last Calendar was a special issue recording all
the works of art acquired by or with assistance
from the LACF, but already it needs updating
because in February the Fund contributed the last
Et,ooo towards purchasing a stone garden roller,
the ends beautifully carved by Eric Gill with tightly
curled figures of Adam and Eve (see title page
illustration). The lavish special number was of
course produced to accompany our delayed 7gth
anniversary
exhibition and celebrations, which
passed off in style, although owing to a hurricane
the Minister for the Arts who was to have opened
the show could not reach Leeds; however, our
other distinguished guest Peter Palumbo, Chairman of the Arts Council, sportingly stood in for
him as well as giving a capital speech at the dinner
afterwards. In every way it was a memorable
evening.
Although we regularly print a notice encouraging members to remember the LACF in their will
few bequests have been received in recent years. So
it is wonderful, but at the same time sad to report
that the late Ruth Holdsworth has made the Fund a
residuary beneficiary of her estate. This legacy can
be used for whatever purpose the committee
wishes, in fact a small sum was spent on the recent
exhibition. The final amount will be approximately
f3o,ooo. James and Ruth Holdsworth will be
remembered with affection by those who knew
them and with gratitude by all who care about our
endeavours.
The Art Gallery exhibition budget is now regularly topped up with sponsorship money; Barclays
Bank, Hepworth and Chadwick (twice) and Hammond Suddards have been especially supportive.
Certainly the exhition programme helps to keep
the place humming and visitor numbers buoyant (a
record zy9,8gy during r989). Ten years ago we
thought of exhibitions largely in terms of hanging
pictures on a wall and publishing a catalogue: the
scene is strikingly different today with an action
packed programme of events organized around
every show. These include, besides educational

projects, practical workshops, activity days for
parents and children, films, various types of performance (music, dance, theatre), quizzes, study
tours for the disabled and often a family fun day. It
is sponsorship money that makes these live-art
events possible. LACF members of course always
receive details of what is going on in addition to
information about visits and tours arranged exclusively for them.
Research on Temple Newsam continues to
reveal exciting new evidence: this issue contains a
fine article on Mrs Meynell Ingram's achievements
as a collector of paintings by David Connell whose
doctoral thesis is devoted to a study of the historic
Temple Newsam collection. Happily, owing to the
outstanding generosity of the Halifax family, the
majority of the original pictures were returned to
the house as a gift in z9y8 and many works now
hang in the precise location they occupied when
inventories were compiled in xylo and r 8o8. It is
hoped eventually to publish the full results of
David Connell's research.
Our programme of refurbishment has now reached the first small rooms on the West Wing and
thrilling discoveries made in these interiors will be
reported in a future number. Meanwhile we print
accounts of one recently completed scheme on the
South Wing ground floor. Today we value the
sequence of evolutionary changes which have take
place at Temple Newsam over the centuries and
give the building its richly varied character. However, during the zq3os and z9qos many drastic
alterations were made in the interests of the house
as a museum and in an attempt to rid certain rooms
of 'offensive Victorian accretions'. Our current
refurbishment
campaign aims to reinstate the
interior to its appearance when Temple Newsam
was still a private residence. Changes made by
owner-occupiers for their own advantage have
historical validity; what we are set on (with full
planning permission) is to undo the often cavalier
'improvements'ade
to public rooms after the
house became a museum.

THE GREAT HALL AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
ANTHONY

WELLS-COLE

In r 9zz, the Hon. Edward Frederick Lindley
Wood, later Lord Halifax, decided to move out of
he owned or was to inherit two
Temple Newsam
so he arranged for
other houses in Yorkshire
virtually the entire contents to be removed or sold
in an auction which occupied no fewer than seven

—

—

days in August. Then he sold the house and
parkland to Leeds Corporation for the sum of

63o~ooo.

Photographs taken before t9zz show that the
house was very fully furnished in typical lateVictorian fashion, the Great Hall being one of the
most opulent interiors (Plate t). When the house
opened to the public the following year, however,
far
the Hall had lost most of its furnishings but
worse
the walls above the panelling had been
ashlar
the simulated
obliterating
repainted,
masonry, with finely-jointed stonework, which
had been in existence for all but a hundred years
(Plate 2.). It may seem an insignificant alteration,
but we have found that smaller changes than this
have led inexorably to the eventual destruction of a
room's historic decorative integrity and, in this
case, to the destruction of the unity of five interconnecting rooms. The purpose of this article is to
trace the history of the Great Hall and to describe
its recent restoration.
Temple Newsam was built by Thomas, Lord
Darcy, probably between t5oo and t5zo. The
house then enclosed a courtyard which was entered
through a gatehouse in the north wing; a door
opposite gave access to the house itself, first into
the screens passage and then, turning right, into the
Hall. Beyond it to the west lay the staircase while,
on the other side of the screens passage, to the east,
lay the buttery, pantries and kitchen. The hall at
this date may have reached through two storeys to
an open roof. However, by t565, when Temple
Newsam and the Earl of Lennox's other estates in
England were confiscated and inventoried, the Hall
had been ceiled and the Great Chamber occupied
the space above. The Hall in r 565 contained:

—

—

One cupborde ijs, thre tables withe trestelles and fourmes

xs. Suma xijs.

Clearly, its function was that of communal eating
room in the medieval tradition.
In r6zz Temple Newsam was bought by Sir
Arthur Ingram and considerable reconstruction
proved necessary to prevent the house decaying.
The north and south wings were rebuilt and the
courtyard was opened to the east, perhaps after the
fire in r 63', entry now being through an impressive two-storey porch attached with minimal bonding to the brickwork of the south wing. The Great
Chamber above the hall was converted into a grand
Dining Room with a deep plaster frieze, parts of
which still survive above the ceiling of the lateeighteenth century first-floor passage; unlike some
other Jacobean plasterwork in the house, this
section does not seem to have been painted or
gilded.
The inventory of the belongings of Henry, tst
Viscount Irwin, who died in r 666, records:
In the great dyneing Roome

ffoure peeces of Tapestry Hangings
Eighteen chaires and a Carpett Carnacon
figured stuff and one little Table
ffoure large pictures and two chimney
pictures
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Fixed Two Ranges not vallued
A paire of Andirons a paire of Tonges a
paire of Bellowes foure window curtaines
of Bayes and five curtaine Rodds

Io—oo —oo

In the great Hall

Two long tables and a short table
two formes seaven pictures a brass

hanging Candlestick wth twelve branches
a Andiron 5c a chimney picture

OO
I2.—
OO —

The view of Temple Newsam engraved by Jan Kip
in r yoz after a prospect by Leonard Knyff gives us
a very accurate idea of the form that the Hall had
from the time of Sir Arthur Ingram until the very
last years of the eighteenth century (Plate 3). It was
substantially different from what it is today. For a
start, there was the screen at the west end, the
chimneypiece

was in the middle of the south wall,
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z The Great Hall c. t9zq

rather than the north, and at the far end there was a
dais for the top table, lit by bay windows on both
sides.
The Ist Viscount's elder son, Edward, inherited
on his father's death in I666 and in I685 married
Elizabeth Sherard, only daughter and heiress of
Lord Sherard, Baron of Leitrim in Ireland. He soon
began to spend lavishly on Temple Newsam,
having much of the house painted between June
I687 and March I688 by Henry Long, who seems
to have been a London tradesman. His lengthy and
detailed bill includes, with calculations of the
measuretnents:
ffrontispeece of Stonework for ye doore
from ye Stare Case to ye Hall
The ffrontispeece of ye Stonework for
ye Hall doore on ye Insyde
the Stone Chimney peece in ye Hall
ye 8 pedestalls for ye Heroes to stand on
the Skreene in ye Hall Collums pedestalls
5c Capitalls
Stoneworke before ye Hall doore
Waynscott in ye Hall att I4 [?] ye yards
ye doore from ye Stare Case to ye Hall
painting 2 Statues att ye Hall doore
mending 5r. painting 2. Statue heads
for guilding 8 heads in ye Hall
for 2. Ciphers in ye Hall
for guilding ye Cock [crest] Coronett 5c
ornaments to them belonging
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Another painter, Horsley of York, checked the bill
and added that the heroes were 'Cesars'nd their
drapery was marbled.
In I7I9 the Hall again came in for some
attention, this time at the hand of William
Addinell:
In ye Hall Walnutt Paint new 9 yd 82 pt

at I2d

In Do Walnut Varnishing Io6 yd 93 pt at
?.d
In Do Wt Marble I23 yd 69 pt at 6d
In Do Egypt. Marble pillers I Iyd 68 pt at

IId

In Do Large Pillers Black 5c Green Marble
I3 yd o8 pt at I Id
To 8 Figures in ye Hall mending 5c
varnishing
To 2 Cyphers gilding in ye Hall
To ye Picture over ye Chimney Cleaning
Mending 5c Varnish:
To the new Hall dore 7y. 7o pt at 6d pr
yard

X s
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3. I.IQ
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By contrast with this gaudy decoration,
nishings were sparse in the extreme:
Two long tables

5 small

forms two sconces

cannons two

its furs

d

07—Io—00

Seven miniature brass cannon, four engraved with
the Ingram armorials by the London goldsmith
Daniel Norcott in I699 and the others slightly
later, still survive in the Hall. By I740 the furnishings had become somewhat more lavish:
Two Large painted Skreens Eight Bustoes, 7 Glass
sconces I la. Marble Slab wth Mohogmy frame
Mohogmy Dineing Tables I Mohogmy oval Table I8
Mohogmy Chairs I Round Mohogmy Teatable 8 Cannons fitt for use, I Haircloth I Sm'ooking Glass 2,
Canvas fire Skreens I piece painting fix'd over ye
Chimneypiece I large Range fire shovel, tongs, poker 5c I
old broken Fender wth 2 Endirons

By this date, these large rooms in the south wing
had become increasingly old-fashioned and only
survived the radical improvements made by the 7th
Viscount because his priorities lay elsewhere.
However, the birth of five daughters in quick
succession to Charles, 9th Viscount, who had
married the exceedingly wealthy Frances Shepheard in I758, resulted in an increasingly urgent
need for bedrooms and dressing rooms on the first
floor of the south wing; and Charles obviously
decided to modernize the antiquated Jacobean
rooms on the ground floor at the same time.
He consulted no fewer than four leading architects during the late I760s and early I77os.
Lancelot Capability Brown's ideas are embarrassingly gauche, while those of John Carr and James
Wyatt have not survived. Robert Adam's look very
much like a lost opportunity.
Adam clearly intended to keep as much as he
could on the courtyard side of the south wing, so
the porch remained the entrance to the Hall. This
gave him problems when it came to the south front
which he comprehensively
redesigned, retaining
the idea of Jacobean window-bays but completely
altering their disposition and details. From the
elevation and the plan (Plates 4 and 5) we can see
that the Hall was to have a central bay window on
its south wall with the chimneypiece opposite it
and doors either side (one of them blind). Instead of
being partitioned by the Jacobean screen at the east
end, the room was to be divided by a screen of
paired columns at the west end (perhaps intended
to be open above the entablature) with a centrally
placed niche, no doubt for sculpture, on the west
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3 The south wing

c. t7oo

wall. This screen would not only have disguised the
fact that the whole space was not actually in the
middle of the house, but would also have allowed
the fenestration of the facade to be symmetrical
about the central bay. Adam incidentally planned
to leave the main staircase in its original position
west of the Hall but would have replaced the newel
type with a central stone flight of steps, returning
them in two branches from the first landing.
Outside, the detail was to be classical, the top
storey having a series of oval windows.
All in all, Adam's proposals show his mastery of
the problem of integrating neo-classical planning
and detail with an earlier house, very much as he
achieved so successfully at Osterley, Syon and
elsewhere. It must be a matter of regret that his
plans were not executed for they would have given
Temple Newsam, in his Great Hall, a memorable
interior.
By r79z, when Frances, Lady Irwin, revived the
notion of altering the south wing, her husband had
been dead for nearly fifteen years and the architects
he had consulted (with the exception of Wyatt)
were either in retirement, old age or their coffin.
She briefed the Leeds architect William Johnson,
who had worked in Wyatt's office, and the work
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seems to have been executed mainly in the four
years from t79z, although inside rooms continued
to be altered right up to her death in November
rgo7. She clearly enjoyed the challenge enormously, as can be seen from a letter she wrote to
Lady Stafford on ry June I795:
I know little of the world having been so long secluded
from it, but I amuse myself wonderfully gc I may say
prodigiously, for I have attacked a huge Wing of Temple
Newsam, have pulled down Walls as thick as the Tower
[of London] for the sole pleasure of building them up
again, 5c here I am now in the midst of Desolation created
by my own nonsensical self...

The Hall, being the main entrance to the house,
was presumably amongst the first rooms to be
tackled and may have been finished by t796, the
date of the plaque on the outside of the central bay
window.
In most essentials the room we know today is
hers and by mentally stripping away later features
we can visualize the room as she and her architect
left it. Johnson, like Adam, left the entrance where
it had always been, moved the chimneypiece fron:
the south wall to the centre of the north wall and
created a window bay opposite it. Because he did

not, so far as we can tell, contemplate partitioningoff part of the room with a screen, as Adam had
intended to do, his chimneypiece and window bay
south axis of the
are several feet west of the north —
house, so that a symmetrical south facade became
an impossibility, although this imbalance is often
overlooked. The room is articulated by the projection of the chimneybreast and the larger projection
opposite. The windows and the large doorcases on
the north wall are contained within openings with
decoration, but the chimhybrid plasterwork
neypiece and the doorcases are completely classical. The classical frieze in the window bay suggests
that the whole room may originally have had a
frieze of similar appearance. The ceiling seems to
have been plain. The walls may always have been
painted to simulate ashlar masonry, as was traditional for halls, passages and staircases: the treatment has been discovered on the walls of the
staircase (behind the present
eighteenth-century
panelling) and beneath the Victorian decoration in
the passage between the Hall and the Dining Room.
The Hall was certainly furnished with the suite
of eighteen mahogany hall-chairs which bear the
monogram and Viscount's coronet of Frances,
widow of the 9th Viscount. The recent discovery in
Drummond's Bank of a payment of more than
Zyoo to Thomas Chippendale the younger, even if
not for these chairs, suggests that he was employed
at Temple Newsam and most probably made this
set. Besides the chairs, it is likely that the original
furnishings included the Coadestone copy of the
Borghese vase, which features in the inventory
which Chippendale the younger compiled a year
after Frances's death in t8oy:
a large black and white veined marble table on a rich
r smaller ditto on carved
carved mahogany frame
z8 mahogany Hall chairs with holmahogany frames
low backs and seats y old japanned chairs and r. Elbow
ditto with 6 cushions and linen cases a piece of
a piece of old oil cloth a
matt r8 yards of 3/4 matting
pair of Deal steps a large mahogany dining table with r
a very large vase of artificial stone a copy from the
flaps
Florentine vase A large organ in a mahogany case with
gilt pipes a barrel in Ditto of large diameter and made
z, white painted
also as a finger organ with bellows
plaister heads on the chimney piece a wedgewood
Vase a cast Iron grate aud large wire fender and a
shovel tongs and poker
6 yards of /4 matt a vase
lamp with brass balance weight aud chain and brass
Arguand lamp

We can surmise that Chippendale was himself
responsible for the three matching tables with

marble tops, the dining table (which, following
contemporary fashion, was kept out of the dining
room except when actually in use) and even
perhaps the organ. The white painted plaster heads
on the chimneypiece were almost certainly from
the set supplied for the Library in the middle of the
eighteenth century; they were originally bronzed.
Lighting was by means of the central chandelier
which evidently consisted of a colza-oil Argand
lamp capable of being raised and lowered. Curiously, no pictures are listed in the Hall, even in the
more detailed draft of the Warwick County Record
Office: one wonders whether there were plans to
hang the Kneller portraits of William and Mary
which were in a lumber room nearby
they
certainly hung here later in the century.
If the Great Hall that William Johnson created
for Frances, Lady Irwin, was an austere classical
room, her daughter and successor, Isabella, Marchioness of Hertford, changed all this and gave the
interior most of the features that are still there
today. The evidence for a Regency remodelling is
scant in the extreme and it needs to be reviewed
carefully, for the Jacobean-revival panelling and
plasterwork has always been taken to be Victorian,
of the period of Mrs Meynell Ingram's ownership.
We might have accepted this traditional view
had it not been for the diary entry made by
Elizabeth Allen on g May t8r8:

—

...

[we] drove past Temple Newsam home which is a
beautiful drive, they are new furnishing Ik: painting the
house, the gallery 5c lower rooms were done last year 5c
are very handsome 5c comfortable...

We do know that the Picture Gallery was redecorated c. tgr6 —
ry, sporting new crimson flock
and
register
grates in the chimneypieces.
wallpaper
redecorated
the
Additionally,
Lady Hertford
Chinese Drawing Room in t8ry —
r8, hanging its
Chinese wallpaper and fitting a magnificent hobgrate. She altered the Red Drawing Room (now the
Edwardian Library) and the Terrace Room at the
same time. All these are 'lower rooms', being on the
ground floor of the south wing. So we should now
look for elements in the Great Hall which are of
Regency date.
First, there is the fire-grate which filled the
until it was scrapped in t9qo.
chimneypiece
Although modified over the years to make it more
efficient and less smoky it was essentially a gigantic
Regency hob-grate with lion figures on the hobs.
Then there are the traces of the first graining
scheme on the panelling of the Hall: this is of a pale
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4 Robert Adam's proposed elevation of the south wing,
Museum

typal,

detail. The Trustees

of Sir John Soane's

J

One of Adam's two proposals for the plan of the ground floor, ryy3, detail. The Trustees of Sir John
Soane's Museum

6 Amateur watercolour of the Great Hall, r8go —6o. Richard Meynell

colour which matches that of the graining in both
the Chinese Room and the Terrace Room, thought
to be of Regency date. Thirdly, there is the
character of the Jacobean-revival panelling and
plasterwork
which shows no
to imitate genuine Jacobean work, unlike
the revivals of the 183os and 'yos onwards or Mrs
Meynell Ingram's work at Temple Newsam later in
the century.
So most of what we see in the Hall today can be
accepted as late-Regency and it represents a
fashionable rather than a progressive Jacobeanrevival interior. It is, for instance, nearly twenty
years later that the pioneering Elizabethan-revival
work done by Thomas
Lister Parker
at
Browsholme in Lancashire, almost exactly ten
years later than Walter Scott made a start on his
influential
immensely
house, Abbotsford, and
more or less contemporary with the remodelling of
interiors at Aston Hall near Birmingham. We
would dearly like to know whom Lady Hertford
employed to remodel Temple Newsam in the
r 8zos and it may be that evidence will come to light
'archeological'ttempt

in due course. The name of Antony Salvin has been
tentatively suggested by John Cornforth.
In the Hall, the panelling, which is of pine, was
grained to simulate light-coloured oak; the overmantel was set up, combining genuine early
seventeenth-century
term figures and carved panels
with a new framework and ornamental details
executed in composition. The windows were given
elaborate cornices with friezes of blind strapwork,
also in composition. A simple pattern of plaster
ribs was added to the ceiling, with notably twodimensional cartouches in the three main panels,
and panels of fluting and masks alternating took
the place of the late eighteenth-century
frieze.
The crucial piece of evidence for the appearance
of the Hall twenty or thirty years after the death of
an amateur watercolour
Lady Hertford in z
which survives in a private collection (Plate 6). This
was done no later than the t86os (the ladies still
wear crinolines which went out of fashion at the
end of that decade) and proves that the essential
features of the Jacobean-revival remodelling
the
overmantel, panelling (with armorials), window

83's

—

—

were
cornices, overdoors and rib-pattern ceiling
the
this
date.
strapwork
Only
by
decoration on the doors is missing and this was
probably added towards the end of the nineteenth
century. The furnishings then consisted of several
miscellaneous early back-stools, four side-tables
(the two that are visible both support lamps on
stands which may well have been part of the
Regency scheme), a pair of stone lamp pedestals
and a pair of vases or jardinieres in the windows
(all broken up in the r yzos), a Wedgwood vase and
a stuffed bird in a glass case. A contemporary
printed catalogue of pictures lists what hung on the
walls, apart from the simple trophies of arms:
all in position

Francois de Lorraine, Duc de Guise.
Claude de Lorraine, Duc de Guise.
They were Brothers, and Uncles to Mary Queen of
Scots, whose Husband, Lord Darnley, was born at
Temple-newsam.

length.
Sir Arthur Ingram, ..................................Whole
.Ditto.
King William,
. Ditto.
Queen Mary, .
. Half length.
Queen Anne, .
Prince George of Denmark,
Ditto.

.....................

These portraits seem to have been chosen to
reinforce the connection of the family with the
Stuarts in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The owners of Temple Newsam after Lady
Hertford died were first her sister Frances, Lady
William Gordon, and subsequently her nephew,
Hugo Charles Meynell Ingram, and his son, Hugo
Francis. The latter lived for no more than two years
after inheriting the house and from tgyr it was
owned and cared for by his widow, Emily Charlotte Meynell Ingram. The attitude of the family to
the house is summed up in a letter from Ralph
Sneyd to H. W. Vincent on 2z September r 8S8:

...

—

though
Temple Newsam is, as you say, very grand
mauled and pulled about 5c changed from its original
state
5c so neglected and ill kept (the Place, I mean)
that it is seen to disadvantage. The fact is, except Mrs
M[eynell Ingram], the whole family hate it. Their hearts
are at Hoar

—

Cross...'rs

Meynell Ingram loved Temple Newsam
passionately and over a period of many years
altered it so that it conformed with her vision of
how a Jacobean house should look. During the
t 88os and r 89os she reintroduced several panelled
interiors, amongst them the Darnley Room, Oak
Staircase and Passage, Dining Room, Stone Staircase and North Hall. The Great Hall, however, she
content to embellish, merely
was apparently

adding strapwork to the doors on the north side
and regraining the woodwork in a darker finish to
make it more consistent with the real oak panelling
in the Staircase. The room was lit by gas rather than
a combination of colza-oil and paraffin, so the
chandelier and the lamps were all converted. The
chandelier had to have a wrythen-turned
pipe
instead of its open chain, while the caryatid
lamp-stands
were removed from the marbletopped tables (which were anyway displaced by
central-heating radiators) and provided with new
pedestals pierced for the gas pipes (see Plate z). In
the windows, she replaced the large panes of
Georgian glass with small leaded-lights sometime
between r887 and t89y. However, the eleven
armorial stained
panels of seventeenth-century
glass which had come from Sir Arthur Ingram's
Great Chamber and Chapel seem to have been
inserted into the upper lights of the central bay
the
during
somewhat
earlier,
presumably
Jacobean-revival work of Lady Hertford in the
t gzos: this glass was recorded in what had been the
since the r y9os, the Kitchen
Chapel
by T. D.
Whitaker in r8t6.
If Mrs Meynell Ingram left the Regency Great
Hall relatively intact, she did go to town over its
furnishings which became ever more numerous
and varied. They are recorded in inventories and
lists, in her Will and in an invaluable series of
photographs taken between the tgyos and t9zz
(e.g. Plate t). A list, in her own handwriting,
records the furnishings in t88o:

—

—

One French musical clock, taken out of the French camp
after Blenheim [this piece was described in her Will in
r 898 as a 'large clock supported on camel'nd had by
then been moved to the Terrace Room] Two Etruscan
vases, one large, one small Fourteen carved oak chairs
covered in deer skin Two carved wooden boxes Sun
Dial [later annotated: drawing room] Two armchairs
One
ditto Four majolica vases and saucers (modern)
carved billiard table to match panelling
Eight trophies
of armour, banners 5c swords Seven little pieces of
cannon
with arms.
One old sword dug up in flower
Six carved wood lamp pedestals with figgarden
ures Two stone do
5c three large stone vases—

—

—
—

—
—

for the larger pieces of
Many of these ornaments
are visible in the early
furniture are not listed
photographs. These chronicle the change from oil
and paraffin, as fuel for lighting, to gas, and the
ever-increasing clutter of furnishings: Mrs Meynell
Ingram added tapestries to the end walls, behind
the trophies of arms and the large paintings of
William and Mary.

Her Will is particularly interesting in specifying
the constituent objects that made up the trophies of
arms, now dispersed:
Armour
No I Left of Chimney
A Cuirass of a Knight Templar I 3 zo
A finely engraven spear with the Cross
The swords date I4I4
Two flags I Knight Templars 5c I of Malta

Over the chimney
Helmets Knight Templars
Gauntlets ditto
r Swords I4z4
Right of the Chimney
Pole Axe of Henry VIII finely engraven
Back plate of a Knight Templar finely engraven
Sword I558
Spurs inlaid with silver I66z

West End
z, Javelins James I
4 Swords
z Guards for the heads of horses at the Tournament

I3Io

Swords Scotch very finely engraven
z Flags One Darnley and the other French
Helmet Cavalier's Armour I5zo

—

Right of the Window
The back plate
a cast of Henry 3rd of France finely
chased by Chelema
Gorget fluted I54o
Patriscian Knight of the Kings Guard I 5z5
A Spanish silver handled sword with others

East
Two fine specimens of steel head guards
Two fine spronloons I5z5

Many of the furnishings of the Great Hall were
dispersed in the I9z,z sale, on the sixth day,
Tuesday I August. They occupied forty-six lots but
these did not include the pictures or the arms and
armour. The sale catalogue indicates that the
window curtains were crimson plush. The sum
raised by the seven days'ale was ZI4 I75.
An inventory
of pictures and furnishings
remaining in the house after the sale was drawn up
by Messrs Hollis 5t: Webb. The Hall retained all its
pictures:
'Francois de Lorraine, Earl of

E.

Irwin'f

of Anne, Lady
de Lorraine Earl of

Ingram'Portrait

Irwin'Claude

Guise'Mrs

Mignard

Ingram'f

Brandling'f

Scarburgh'ierre G. Kneller
coat'f

Brandling'ir

Sir G. Kneller

Furniture, etc., [their subsequent fate was noted by an
unknown recorder in pencil, indicated here in brackets]
Two large tapestry panels 'Landscapes'
pairs buffalo horns [cEI.I.ARs]
A
iron fender with brass mount. [BRDKEN UP]
A pair 5 ft Chippendale settees covered in deerskin.
A pair of
white painted pedestals on claw feet
[BRo KEN UP], supporting bronze two light gas brackets
and globes.
a set of four carved wood figures on stands, 36" high,
supporting metal gas pedestals. [z FIGUREs QN sMITHFIELD STANDS BROKEN UP]
A pair of similar pedestals and stands, 5 z" high [B Ro KEN
UP], supporting two light bronze gas brackets.
7 miniature brass guns and carriages.
A tall bell shaped vase, classical figures in relief [BRQ KEN
UP
but restored in I 986], stone pedestal.
A pair of vases supported by swans and dolphins, claw
feet. [BROKEN U P]
A terrestrial and celestial globe on oak stands.
An antique sword.
A set of six (two arm and four single) carved oak chairs,
in blue ground tapestry. [4
high backs, upholstered
OFFICE Z SMITHFIELD]

6'"

Guise'Portrait

South Front Left side
Engraved Armour I 565
Cross Bow I438

Mace

of Arthur, Lord
'Portrait
Lady
'Portrait
Charles
'Portrait
Margaret, wife of Charles
'Portrait of Gentleman in drab
'Portrait
Mrs

6'"

—

The survivors can be seen in the first photograph
taken of the Hall after the reopening of the house to
the public in October I9z3 (Plate z). It also shows
that the upper walls had already been repainted,
the imitation ashlar masonry disappearing for two
generations. In I93y —
4o the room was again
redecorated (with the two passages either side).
The Annual Report for that financial year recorded
what was done: 'In the hall some of the heavier
Victorian features have been removed and the two
large doorways and the stone mantelpiece restored
to their original appearance of
Director at that time was Philip Hendy. He
was a champion of contemporary art and during
the dark days of the war he held pioneering
exhibitions at Temple Newsam of the work of
living British artists, including Henry Moore,
Barbara Hepworth,
Graham
Ben Nicholson,
Sutherland, John Piper, Matthew Smith and many
more. However, he harboured a strong distaste for
Victorian decoration and furniture, and endeavoured to suppress Victorian features wherever he
found them at Temple Newsam. Notes he made in
October I945, a few years after his alterations
I796.'he

7 The Great Hall during the Chinese exhibition in r9yo. Yorkshire Post

were done, are very revealing
attitudes:

of contemporary

A great many excrescences have been removed, such as
heavy wood and composition cornices over the windows,

and fantastic obelisks over the large doors. Over the
mantelpiece was an over-mantle reaching to the ceiling,
which contained old fragments still preserved in the
house. The rest was of deal and the stone fireplace was
painted to match it, in the dark chocolate graining which
covered all the woodwork of the room. Straps added to
the pillars of the fireplace [and of the doorcases] were in
lead. On the back of the door into the East Lobby can still
be seen the decoration which had been added to all the
doors in the room.

Additionally, the flagstones on the floor were filled
where they had deteriorated and then, to hide the
filler, were painted alternately cream and pink, the
latter changed to grey c. I9yo. Almost worst of all
was the fact that the four doors in the end walls
were removed, including the doors to the Chinese
Drawing Room and Terrace Room, although they
were kept in the cellars. Probably at this time, the

chandelier, which had been converted to burn gas
century, was sent for scrap, as
was the magnificent cast-iron grate which dated
from the Regency alterations of Lady Hertford.
The room was then used for an exhibition of
Chinese art in I9qo (Plate 7) out of which came the
generous bequest of early Chinese ceramics by
Frank Savery in I965.
The Hall was next redecorated in the early
I96os, as recorded in the Annual Report for
62.:
I96I —
in the late nineteenth

The major work of redecoration undertaken during the
year was the Hall which had not been done for many
years. The new colour scheme was designed to bring out
the beauties of the late Igth century work, such as the
great doorcases and chimneypiece, while suppressing the
more crude of the I9th century additions.

The colours now bore no resemblance to those that
had survived for almost a century from the I82,os,
the panelling being a mushroom grey with the
upper walls a duck-egg blue; the passages either

8 The Great Hall after the restoration of

r988 —89

side of the Hall were painted to match, the one to
the east gaining a chair-rail. However, a great
bonus came with the purchase of three pictures of
horses, painted c. t 7 to, from Aldby Park, north of
York. Two have been hung in the Hall since r96o
and are now framed in early-eighteenth
century
style frames designed by Michael Gregory of
Arnold Wiggins, made by Peter Davies and gilded
by Hesp R Jones; the third painting has only
recently been removed from the passage nearby to
the domestic passage in the north wing.
The zeal with which the policy of stripping off
surplus Victorian features was pursued has become
evident in the course of the recent restoration: not
only were tiny bosses cut off the blocks in the
corners of the window soffits but also the plaster
pendants at the junctions of the ribs on the ceiling
were filled in: minute examination of earlier photographs showed that they were originally pierced.
The restoration of the Great Hall began in
February t988 and was completed more than
twelve months later (Plate 8). The work involved

many craftsmen because so many original features
had been removed. This account does not attempt a
chronological record but indicates the main features of the programme.
The most serious losses in zygo —
yo were the
removal of Lady Hertford's Jacobean-revival overmantel and window cornices. Decorative elements
from the former were consigned to the cellars,
where the three term figures (which are genuine
early seventeenth-century
work), the two roundarched panels and two horizontal panels from the
lower register survived (Plate 9). The window
cornices nearly all went, but fortunately about a
foot of one remained intact, including a curved
block but no mask nor low-relief strapwork from
the frieze. However, this was reconstructed using
fragments of the identical frieze from the matching
billiard table, which appears in several of the old
photographs. Likewise, the missing components of
the overmantel were carved using photographic
evidence. The work was carried out by Dick Reid
of York and he modelled and cast the masks on the

9 The overmantel in course of
re-erection: original elements
appear dark in the photograph
curved blocks of the window cornices. He has also
restored four of the remarkable Regency lampstands in the form of term figures: all six had
miraculously survived more or less intact in the
cellars, two being in an acceptable state for immediate reinstatement on marble-topped tables, as
originally intended.
The replacement of the pierced strapwork on the
lower parts of the columns of the chimneypiece and
the doorcases on the north wall, removed in r 939,
has involved disproportionate
expense. Minute
lengths recovered from the dust of the south cellars
allowed the profile of the strapwork and the width
of the bands to be recorded. The two patterns were
drawn up full-size by the author, using vestigial
physical evidence on the columns themselves—
which had been stripped and repainted in I939
and poorly-focused photographs. The strapwork was then made up by Norman 5c Underwood of Leicester, specialists in metal roofs
and in leadwork. For economic reasons they
used flat lead sheet with raised beads glued to
the edges, instead of casting the strapwork in one
piece as had been done in the early nineteenth
century.
The plasterwork of the ceiling had been left
untouched but for the filling of the pendants in the
early t96os and the removal of prunts from the

—

blocks in the corners of the window soffits. The
pendants have been painted to appear pierced and
the prunts replaced. The elaborate overdoor features above the doorcases on the north wall had
gone in t939, together with some applied bosses
from the capitals of the north doorcases, 4 cartouches from the frieze of the chimneypiece, 8
shields from the lesser doorcases and no fewer than
t44 bosses and t96 jewel-ornaments from the
round arches of the panelling. Most if not all these
would originally have been made of composition,
but they were cast in plaster from fragments of the
originals, or from models made from drawings by
the author, by Leonard Stead Bc Son Ltd, of
Bradford, who also repaired a plaster soffit over
one of the north doors which had been damaged in
a flood in z968. The overdoor features posed a
particular problem until close examination of
photographs proved that they were identical to the
cartouches with addorsed masks which surround
the central cartouche on the ceiling; so the
plasterers sawed off one of these and used it to cast
the overdoors and a replacement for the ceiling.
One of the flanking obelisks survived
and
replacements were turned by Peter Davies in Leeds.
The ov'erdoors were then completed and installed
by David Hudson of the Art Galleries'echnical
staff. New window seats were made to cover the

new cast-iron radiators, installed in place of the
fan-assisted radiators dating from the late z96os,
which had proved themselves noisy, unsightly and
too efficient for the safety of the furniture.
A significant improvement to the atmosphere of
the room was made by rescuing three of its doors
from the cellars (and the fourth from the opening
into the passage to the east, where it had been hung
in r9g9) and replacing them in the Hall. Missing
strapwork on the north doors was drawn, cut and
applied by Tim Phelps of Harrogate.
The most obvious change made during the recent
restoration is the recovery of the original decorative scheme, and this has been brilliantly
recreated by Hesp I5t: Jones of Beningbrough, near
York. The simulated ashlar blocking of the upper
walls was reinstated, matching colours discovered
in the similar treatment of the walls of the passage
probbetween the Hall and the Oak Staircase
ably dating from the late eighteenth or early
nineteenth century. In the Hall, the lines of the
joints were repainted where they had originally
been and the unusual increase in the size of the
fictive blocks towards the top of the walls was
faithfully reproduced. The blocks themselves were
subtly shaded to give an appearance of variety. Few
would deny, however, that the piece de resistance is
the recreation of the oak graining of the Regency
pine panelling. This was the single-handed work of
Dennis Jones, partner in the firm, who has fifty-five
years'xperience of this decorative technique. The
colour is a shade or two lighter than the late
nineteenth-century
graining which survives on two
doors, but this has been exposed to sunlight and
where it has been protected it was seen to be of the
somewhat gingery colour now reproduced. Hesp
R Jones also had forged iron stucco-nails made so
that pictures could be hung in the positions they
once occupied, and swapped around if the need
arises without damage to the walls. And they
commissioned replicas of the notable hinge-plates,
resembling those commonly found on Oriental
lacquer cabinets of the late seventeenth century: six
of the originals had fortunately survived. The
neoclassical door furniture, of a type used from the
I79os until well into the nineteenth century, was
cast from originals in the house by the London firm
of Voysey 5c Knapp.
The earliest view of the Hall (Plate 6) shows a
chairs paraded
miscellany of seventeenth-century
around the walls; none survives so the opportunity
has been seized to conserve the original set of
eighteen hall-chairs which are now thought to be

—

by Thomas Chippendale the younger. Half the
number were treated by Tim Phelps of Harrogate
while the remainder were finished by Ian Fraser
who was appointed Keeper of Conservation in
May r 989. The rest of the decorative programme
depends mainly on the proper disposition of appropriate paintings around the upper walls. Fortunately, owing to the exceptionally generous gift by
the Earl of Halifax in r948 of indigenous Temple
Newsam paintings, we have been able to replace
some in the very positions they occupied for a time
in the Victorian period, and have filled the gaps
with family pictures of a similar character. Five
trophies of animal horns were bought at the sale of
the contents of Callaly Castle in Northumberland
in >986 to replace those visible in the old photographs of the Hall, but the presence of arms and
armour
so highly thought of by Mrs Meynell
is only hinted at, as yet, by the
Ingram
replacement of a pair of gauntlets above the
overmantel. The decoration of the room will be
rounded off by hanging crimson window curtains,
in a wool damask rewoven from a design of the
t 86os in the Roger Warner collection at Temple
Newsam, and supplied by Guy Evans.
The approaches to the Hall from every direction
have also been improved out of all recognition. The
interior of the porch, and of what was in I90z
called the Gentleman's Passage (between the Hall
and the Edwardian Library), have been given the
same ashlar treatment as the Great Hall itself. A
chair rail in the passage had to be removed, but it
had only been inserted in the early I96os.
The passage from the Hall to the Dining Room
from the late
and Staircase had, probably
eighteenth century, been decorated like the staircase itself with fictive ashlar blocks, a scheme
which was seen when the passage was stripped for
redecoration in z988. But it was altered in I894
and this later scheme was current for at least half a
century. The one surviving drawing by the architect, C. E. Kempe, showed a first proposal: a plaster
frieze, which was executed and survives today, and
panelling to match that in the Staircase. In the
event, only the rounded niche (whose companion
on the first floor can still be seen) was squared-off
with panelling,
while
a single
photograph
(Plate zo) shows the walls hung with a wallpaper in
a pattern identifiable as Malmesbury, by Watts I5t:
Co. Fortunately, the six original wood-blocks
required to print the pattern in two colours still
exist, so the paper was reprinted in two greens on a
stone-coloured ground, as on minute fragments of

—
—

to The 'Little Gallery'n

t9oy, seen across the Oak

Staircase

ffl sm
f

the same design hung on the staircase of the
Treasurer's House in York (and removed in the
z96os) and later confirmed by equally small fragments found in the passage here. The dado simuachieved with
lated oak planking,
originally
another wallpaper but now executed in scumbled
paintwork. The passage was called 'The Little
Gallery'n z9o2. and hung with seven pictures,
almost as an extension of the picture hang in the
Gallery itself and the Oak Corridor which leads
from it to the main Staircase, and the list has guided
the picture hang here today.
T6

I

The Great Hall, like so much of Temple
Newsam, is a work not of a moment but of a
generation or two. It is the central room in a suite of
five notable interiors which everyone will shortly
be able to appreciate as masterpieces of Regency,
Victorian and Edwardian taste when the Dining
Room is opened to the public in the near future.
NOTE
r

The letter survives in the University Library at Keele in
Staffordshire, S[HWV/RS]/S6z, and was kindly brought to
our attention by Chris Wakeling.

VICTORIAN ART LOVER,
THE HON. MRS MEYNELL INGRAM

A

DAVID CONNELL

In an article entitled 'Temple Newsam

and its Art

Collection'n The Magazine of Art of t 893, S. A.

Byles described the Hon. Mrs Meynell Ingram as
'the Chatelaine of this fine estate, who maintains it
Recent research on the
with reverent care
historic picture collection at Temple Newsam has
been particularly revealing about the collecting
activities and interest in art of this 'Chatelaine'.
The Hon. Mrs Meynell Ingram (t84o-t9o4, see
illustration on cover) may have been a High
Church Victorian lady of formidable character, but
she is also revealed as an enthusiastic art lover and
custodian of her large collection of pictures.
Born in t84o, Emily Charlotte Wood, daughter
of tst Viscount Halifax, married Hugo Francis
Meynell Ingram (tgz,z —
7t) of Temple Newsam
and Hoar Cross in t 863, and subsequently
inherited the extensive estates and considerable
wealth on his untimely death in t87t; he died
following an accident whilst hunting. Emily had no
children by Hugo and, since she did not remarry,
on her death in t9o4 the estates passed into the
families of her two brothers, Charles and Viscount
Halifax
(t 839—? 934) and Frederick Wood
—
t
t
846
(
9 t o). Charles's son, the Hon. Edward
Frederick Lindley Wood, 3rd Viscount and r st Earl
of Halifax ( t 88 t —I 959) inherited
Temple
Newsam, whilst Frederick Wood changed his
name to Meynell and took over the Staffordshire
estate of Hoar Cross. Emily must have been one of
women in England
the wealthiest independent
during the late nineteenth century, for besides her
substantial country estates at Temple Newsam and
Hoar Cross in Staffordshire, she had a London
house at 88 Eaton Square and also owned a
fully-crewed 38o—
ton schooner yacht Ariadne in
which she cruised the Mediterranean each spring.
From girlhood Emily travelled in Europe. One
particular holiday in the area around Nice in the
South of France with her brother Charles is documented by the watercolour sketches they both
made, which survive in two volumes in Leeds City

...'.

Art Gallery. Emily and Charles were extremely
close and for most of her life she exchanged letters
with him, sometimes on a daily basis. When in her
about their
fifties she reminisced nostalgically
youth together as budding artists:

...

don't I remember that paintbox, a wooden one with
cakes in it, 5c how proud I was of it, 5c how you were too,
and the little three divided palette in the middle, which
was thought the mark of a real artist!!

she was ever aware of the prospect of
becoming the owner of an extensive collection
herself, Emily evidently took great pleasure in
looking at paintings. In a letter to her brother
Charles dated 5 June t86o, she expressed with
of
her
enthusiasm
appreciation
youthful
seventeenth-century
paintings like those she was
later to own. It concerned a visit to view the
collection of paintings at Manchester House, now
the Wallace Collection.
'efore

...

We had engaged to go and see Lord Hertford's pictures
I never saw such a beautiful
directly after. luncheon
collection. Such Murillos, Vandycks, 5c Sir JoshuasClaudes, Salvator Rosas, Poussins, Cuyps, Velasquez, 5c
Van der Weldes as you never saw and I certainly never
saw before
it must be the best collection in England.
There really with the exception of three modern ones, is
not one not worth looking at...2

—

The paintings belonging to the 4th Marquis of
Hertford (t8oo —
7o) were quite well known, he
having lent forty-four to the Art Treasurers of the
United Kingdom exhibition in Manchester in
t 857. Emily's list excludes the French eighteenthcentury pictures by Franqois Boucher and his
contemporaries which are so prominent in the
Wallace Collection today. They were still being
collected by the 4th Marquis of Hertford at Paris
sales and most were housed in his apartment on the
rue Laffite in Paris. Judging by her attitude concerning decorum in pictures it is unlikely she would
have been very impressed by the frivolous eroticism
of such paintings, and in this she conformed very

xr jane Shore, with overpainting ordered by Mrs
Meynell Ingram, who considered her to be
'insufficiently clad'. Temple Nemsam Files

zz Hoar Cross Hall c. r 89', photographed from the
tower of the Church. Temple Newsam Files

much to the expressed values of her time. Like
many Victorians, Emily was not innocent of 'cleaning up pictures', or even apparently of getting rid of
them altogether if she considered them distasteful.
A note in an inventory made by Emily's nephew,
Edward Wood (tst Earl of Halifax) concerning one
particular painting, provides an amusing account
of what high-minded Victorians were prepared to
do to their pictures:
Mrs Meynell

Ingram thought that this picture was
insufficiently clad and got a little Dutch painter De Brie to
paint a light 'tulle'ver the shoulders.

described is Portrait of Jane Shore
(Plate t t), King Edward IV's mistress.4 When the
picture was seen by the agrarian economist and
traveller Arthur Young on his visit to Temple
Newsam in the ty6os, he remarked:

The painting

The minute expression of the naked [parts], and the
gauze drapery is astonishingly fine. The finishing of the
breasts and limbs, surprizing.s

Since this picture supposedly depicted a King'
mistress it probably was too much for Emily that
she was undressed into the bargain. Another
picture which disappeared altogether during this
period was Lot and his Daughters, attributed to
Hendrik van Balen (r g y g —t 63 z ) and in the collection since the typos.s No doubt this painting,
which represented the Biblical account of the
incestuous relations between Lot and his two
daughters in a forthright manner typical of the
seventeenth-century
Netherlands, and was always
hung in the private rooms at Temple Newsam, also
offended Emily. The painting has never been
traced; with luck it passed to a less sensitive owner
rather than being consigned to the bonfire.
Since Hugo's father, Hugo Charles Meynell
Ingram (c. ty8g —
t869), was still alive when he
married Emily and in residence at Temple
Newsam, the young couple set about building a
new house at Hoar Cross on the Staffordshire
estate. The house was designed by Henry Clutton
in an Elizabethan/Jacobean
style somewhat reminiscent of Temple Newsam (Plate r z). Hugo's sisters
were moved to make way for the couple and this
caused ill feeling which was compounded when
Emily inherited everything on his death, resulting
in a rift which was never healed.
In t 8y3 as a memorial to her late husband Emily
commissioned the building of a church dedicated
to The Holy Angels, adjacent to the grounds of
Hoar Cross Hall. It proved to be a project which

verged on obsession, and occupied her for the rest
of her life. She employed the illustrious Victorian
architect George Frederick Bodley (tgyz —t9oy) to
create one of the most beautiful Victorian churches
in England. The style is mature fourteenth-century
English gothic, with ogee arches and flowing
decorated tracery throughout. The building and its
decoration provide a glowing testament to Emily's
devotion and Bodley's achievement. This commission began a somewhat stormy relationship of
patronage which was to last over thirty years,
Bodley being involved in most of Emily's numerous
building and decoration projects. Bodley generally
liked to plan everything from the structure to the
decoration and fittings. Although he apparently
had a considerable influence on forming Emily's
taste, in some details she was intractable, and in her
he evidently met his match. Fortunately her considerable wealth allowed her to spend whatever was
necessary and one can only guess what Holy Angels
cost her over the years that she supported its
building and decoration. Although the church was
dedicated in rgy6, alterations continued to be
made which included adding a bay to the nave
(t89t —9z), the Lady Chapel (r89z) and the All
Souls Chapel (t898). On her extensive travels
throughout the '8os and '9os Emily collected
pictures, plate and ideas for decorating the church.
Everything about it bears the stamp of her personal
taste. There are likenesses of Bodley in the stained
glass, Emily's brother Charles in the statuary, and
her favourite dog Valetta appears amongst the
spectators in one of the Stations of the Cross. For
these Emily made a special trip to Antwerp to seek
out the Flemish carvers,~ for as she said:
It is undoubtedly the manner in which the old Flemish
work was done, and the scratching off of the gold gives an
indescribably rich effect.

Altar cloths, candlesticks, even a chasuble, were
picked up by Emily on her travels. The circumstances surrounding her acquisition of the latter
illustrate the dangers awaiting over-enthusiastic
collectors, the nineteenth century being the heyday
of forgeries. In t89z,, whilst cruising in the Mediterranean off Italy, Emily and her party visited the
isolated parish church of Santa Maria di Nazarego.
In exchange for agreeing to pay for repairs to the
roof of the church, the parish priest presented a
chasuble along with a signed statement to the effect
that it had been left as a gift to a nearby monastery
by Pope Gregory XI on his return from Avignon in
t3y6, whilst sheltering from a storm! In more

rg Triptych, with Crucifixion and Saints,
workshop of Simone dei Crocefissi, 68.S x 68.S cm;
purchased to decorate Hoar Cross Church.
Christie's

it has been determined that this
dates from the nineteenth century rather than the fourteenth.
To decorate her church further, Emily decided to
add a selection of suitable early Italian altarpieces
(Plates tg and ty). These were decided upon in a
somewhat casual fashion as is revealed by Emily's
request to her brother in a letter dated zy June
recent times

'antique'estment

t 89z.

Dearest Charlie Would you look about for me for a
picture or two for the nave of the Church and Lady
Chapel. I have bought back g from Florence and they
look well, especially the very early Giottoesque z on gold
I much want one of this shape for the L
grounds
Chapel [sketch with measurement of g ft for the height]
but it will be hopeless to find a gold ground of this sizeso any much old looking picture will do representing a
subject connected with our Lady. If you will cast your
eyes about 5c tell me of anything you may

—

find...'he

paintings no longer remain in the church,
subsequently having been sold by the trustees in
order to raise money for its upkeep."
Once the construction of the church at Hoar
Cross was underway, Emily turned her attention to

ty Madonna Enthroned with Saints, by Bicci di
Lorenzo, r to x 6z, cm; hung on the south side of
the chancel arch, Hoar Cross Church. Christie's

Temple Newsam. St Mary', Whitkirk, for centuries the place of worship for the Ingram
rather too far and too public for Emily, so she
settled on a chapel in the house. It was created from
the Georgian Library at the end of the Picture
Gallery in the North Wing.'s with Holy Angels
she employed the services of Bodley and his High
Church associate Frederick Sutton, rector of Brant
Broughton, who published Church Organs, their
Position and Construction in t8yz. Sutton's particular speciality was organ cases derived from
medieval German examples, although he could be
more catholic in his choice of sources as is demonstrated in his letter to Emily dated t January r gy6.
family,'as

You will see from the enclosed sketches that my mind has
been running upon the Temple Newsam Chapel in
and Renaissance organs in general
The
particular
little one from La Forte Bernard is very pretty in effect
and might suggest an idea to the great Bodley. I have got
Mayence, Toledo, Chapel of
plenty more however
Knights of St John, Malta

...

—

......'4

Emily went to great lengths to ensure that the new
chapel should be impressive. Whilst Bodley saw to

Evening was as satisfactory as possible... The masons
worked all night and day 5c the tailors worked night 5c
day 5c my Composer worked all day aud dreamt of the
music all night, and the Chapel was finished at last 5c I
must go and put on my cap for luncheon—
Ever yr affect. but much wearied
sister.'he

organ displaced a chimneypiece and overmantel enclosing a full-length of St Francis of
had been at Temple Newsam since the
seventeenth century. The painting was removed to
the Library at Hoar Cross, and another was chosen
for the new reredos in the chapel from the many
pictures in the Gallery. A preparatory sketch for
the reredos by Bodley has on the reverse a selection
of five paintings, with their measurements, which
were evidently being considered for inclusion in the
altarpiece.'he picture finally chosen and 'put
the Deposition (Plater') which was purchased by the National Gallery in t98t and is
attributed to the Master of the St Bartholomew
Altarpiece (active c. t4yo —recto).'his painting
had been in the collection since the mid-eighteenth
century, attributed to Albrecht Diirer (t4ytt Sz,8). In fact during that period it was generally
considered as something of a curiosity as collectors
were primarily interested in pictures from the
seicento. By the mid-nineteenth century, however,
taste had changed considerably and the painting
was shown at the National Exhibition of Works of
Art at Leeds in z 868, No. goy, ascribed to Jan van
Eyck (died z44z). No doubt the choice of this
picture for the reredos would have suited Bodleyindeed, perhaps it was he or Sutton that suggested
it. In zggt the Deposition was removed from the
chapel and taken to London to be shown (as a
Diirer) at the Royal Academy Old Master Exhibition. Although the picture was replaced in the
reredos following the exhibition it was finally
removed in 1883 and returned to the Gallery where
it had previously been hanging for more than a
century. Surprisingly,
Emily replaced it with
Marriage of Saint Catherine by the eighteenthcentury Italian painter Sebastiano Conca (t6y9ty64), again a picture on the original list suggested for the altarpiece. It could hardly have been
more different from the northern painting it
replaced, and was unfashionably sentimental, and
at odds with the purity in art preached by followers
of the Pre-Raphaelites. The choice of this painting
is perhaps evidence of Emily's catholicity of taste,
although it may have been chosen simply because it
was to hand and the right size. Nevertheless, when
S. A. Byles saw the chapel in t
was impressed
Assisi'hich

up'as

t5 Deposition, Master of the St Bartholomew
Altarpiece; chosen as the altarpiece in the Victorian
chapel at Temple Newsam, and photographed
before its purchase by the National Gallery. Temple
Newsam Files
the overall designs, Sutton was also very much
involved, as is evident from Emily's letter to
Charles, dated z.y September zgyy.

... hope to

I
have the house full for the shooting aud have
asked amongst others the Dean of St. Paul's (not that he
shoots however I suppose) as Mr Sutton is wild for him to
see the reredos here in hopes (I imagine) that S. Paul's
may follow at a respectful distance in our wake.'s

The chapel was dedicated on x4 October x gyp and
two days later Emily wrote a breathless letter to
Charles with an account of the occasion.

—

—

I meant to have written to you today myself
per
machine [Emily's typewriter)
to tell you all about the
opening of the Chapel, but Caroline [Emily's reader and
scribe] is going to become my pen, as I am too weary. To
begin at the Beginning
Bodley arrived on Tuesday, R
(as usual) all his offences, which were many! were
condoned by the great beauty of his arrangements 5c the
hangings he brought with him, so all was in order—
Picture put up, 5c the Dedication Service on Friday

—

89'e

by the overall effect and paid compliment
Emily and Bodley.

to both

The rich and subdued colouring, the glow and glory of
the altar, with its Italian centre-piece of the 'Marriage of
St. Catherine', testify to the taste and devotion of giver
and architect alike.

Besides all the interest she showed in pictures from
the previous five centuries, Emily engaged in patronage of living artists. Arnoldus de Brie,
covered up Jane Shore, also painted pictures of
Emily's horses and dogs and was working on
designs connected with the decoration of Holy
Angels. He continued to work for the family after
Emily's death and was called upon to clean and
repair pictures; his Portrait of Edward Wood in
at Temple
remains
uniform
on horseback
Newsam. Both Emily and Hugo had their portraits
painted by the society portraitist Sir Francis Grant
(x8xo —yg), best known for his portrayals of
Queen Victoria; Emily's was exhibited at the Royal
Academy in xgyo (No. x96). In addition, most of
the family sat to Sir William Blake Richmond
(x84z —x9zx), not only Emily and Hugo, but also
Charles and his wife, Lady Agnes Courtenay. A
copy of Emily's portrait by Richmond still hangs at
Temple Newsam. s
An interesting account of a visit to an art dealer
by Emily is recounted in her letter to Charles dated
x9 July x89z from 88 Eaton Square.

'ho

Now I must confide to you that the result of my going to
your little friend is that the Queen's Bench stares me in
the face.... 6 pictures had to be bought!!! including a
Linnell and all the 6 I hope for the sum to be got again in
the Linnell if I sold it. The other g are old ones but a
Linnell has been the object of my desires all my life, only
they were till I came across this one, far too expensive
24

—

a
Mrs Meynell Ingram bought this painting
large landscape with travellers on a country lane,
probably in the belief that
and called Way farers
it was by the celebrated Victorian landscape artist
John Linnell (xy9z,—x88z). However, as early as
the x 88os, when it was exhibited in London, it was
known to be by Linnell's son, James Thomas
Linnell (xgz6 —
x9og). By a curious coincidence, it
has just been sold by descendents of her family and
bought for Temple Newsam as an example of her
taste in collecting, even though it was probably
always hung at Hoar Cross.
Exposed to art from an early age, Emily's taste
must have been formed from what she personally
became familiar with on her many travels. How-

—

2.r

ever, the long association with Bodley and his circle
was doubtless an additional factor in influencing
her love of early Italian and northern altarpieces.
As is typical of the period, there is a strong moral
tone in the language she used to express her
opinions, which were particularly forthright on the
subject of paintings by James Tissot (x gg6 —x9oz).
After visiting the famous Greverade altarpiece by
Hans Memling (c. x440 —
94) at the Domkirche in
Liibeck in x 896, Emily described the various scenes
depicted on the wings of the altarpiece in great
detail, then concluded with a comparison:
As I gazed at this marvelously beautiful masterpiece I
could not keep comparing it in my mind with the latest
production I had seen of the modern realistic school
represented by Tissot's life of our Lord which is as
remarkable for its total absence of devotional feeling,
reverence and tenderness as this is conspicuous for those

qualities.

These religious pictures, painted by Tissot late in
his life after travelling in Palestine, were not
without controversy. They had been exhibited in
London earlier that year and Emily may have taken
the opportunity to see them.
That she was extremely devout may have been
all too evident to those in her employ. A letter from
Emily at Temple Newsam to Charles in July x88o
concerning her attempts to edify her servants gives
the impression that it would have been an advantage to take one's religion seriously:
We had such a delightful little service in the Chapel this
morning. Mattins said, little sermon excellently done by
Mr. Groves 5c celebration. There were only three of the
faithful from outside there, all of whom received but all
my servants but two were there 5c not one moved to go
away altho'nly one or two received. So I hope our work
is at last beginning but I must not be too sanguine. This
evening I have to go to Whitkirk, a penance as the
dreariness, want of life 5c indevoutness of the people 5c
choir are very painful, but it will please Mr. Groves who
wants encouraging.

as holding regular services when in
residence at her various houses, Emily did not
neglect her spiritual condition when she was travelling. Daily services were held aboard the yacht
Ariadne in a simple chapel which Emily had
installed: Canon Knox Little, who was a regular
fellow tourist, officiated.
It was in x 884 that Emily first leased a yacht in
order to take a season's cruise in the Mediterranean. The yacht, Guinevere, was as Emily said
with rotten sails and
'shamefully fitted out
As well

...

t6 Ariadne, Mrs Meynell
Ingram's yacht in which
she cruised the
Mediterranean each spring.
Mrs Hugo Meynell

fWWI

Ig!
rigging'. However she was evidently taken with
cruising, or 'yachting's she called it, for the
ton
following year she bought her own 38o—
schooner Ariadne (Plate z6l. Over the next decade,
accompanied by a party of friends, she cruised the
Mediterranean each spring, sometimes fitting in a
trip across the North Sea to the Netherlands and
into the Baltic to Germany during the summer. A
record of each year's cruising survives in the form
of a journal kept by members of the party and
illustrated with photographs and watercolours by
Emily and her fellow travellers. What emerges
from this record is a fascinating account of Emily's
leisure pursuits, which appear for the most part to
have been extremely energetic. She was able to visit
the antique ruins of Greece and Rome, the churches
and cathedrals of northern Europe, and the art
treasures of Italy. She hunted out vestments,
candlesticks and pictures for her church, houses
and chapels, as an anonymous entry in the Journal
for to July z894 records:
Mts Meynell 5c Mrs Coty sallied forth on mischief bent,
i.e. to shop! which resulted in the acquisition of 4 pairs of
Church Candlesticks, although when they started their
ideas had not soared above two!

Italy was the most popular destination for the
Ariadne; the family kept a villa in Florence and
Emily loved to cruise down the coast to Naples.

The yacht would be anchored in some quiet bay
and in the evening the Canon would read to the
company from Dracula. Emily was also a frequent
visitor to Venice. After a trip up the Nile she wrote
to Charles from Venice on t g April z 889:

—

It is quite delightful being here in this lovely place after
the mud and barbarianism of Egypt
innocent of the
nearest approach to art of any kind 6c I live in a
gondola

was sold at the end of t89y with much
regret. Emily had found it increasingly difficult to
gather a cruising party and felt she was getting a
little old for yachting. There was a final triumph for
the yacht before she sold it however, as in June
z897 Ariadne competed in a race from Dover to
Heligoland for the German Emperor's Jubilee Cup,
finishing second, just four minutes behind the
winner.
Once the chapel at Temple Newsam was completed, Emily turned her attention once more to
Hoar Cross. Furniture was acquired from Milan,
Venice and Florence to furnish the house to her
taste. Bodley was not only involved in building the
Church of the Holy Angels but also with many of
Emily's other decorative projects, apparently not
always to her satisfaction. She wrote to Charles
from Hoar Cross in January z8y8: 'The pictures
look very well! But Bodley's paper in my bedroom
'riadne

is enough to make one ill!'st In r 88' new organ
was installed in the chapel at Hoar Cross, having

been bought from Wordsworth and Maskell of
Park Lane in Leeds for the sum of fr 6y res. od. For
the altarpiece Emily was determined to have something appropriate and she purchased an early
The
Crucifixion
northern
panel
painting,
(Plate ry), at Christie's in r88S for y9 guineas.
Although Emily evidently followed her own
taste in collecting pictures, she was also mindful of
the historic collection of which she had become
custodian. Besides exhibiting the Deposition,
Portrait of Lady
Emily lent the full-length
Sir
Reynolds
Hertford
Joshua
(ryz3 —9z) to
by
the Royal Academy Old Masters Exhibition in
r88z. This picture, which was brought back to
Temple Newsam in r 9S z,, was painted at the end of
Reynolds'areer when his eyesight was beginning
to fail. Appointments for 'Lady Beauchamp'—

Isabella (ry6o —
I834) had married Francis Seymour Conway, znd Marquis of Hertford, in rp76,
when he was Lord Beauchamp
appear in
Reynolds'ocket book for the week beginning
Monday r3 July r789. Beside one of the entries
Reynolds has scrawled: 'prevented from continuing my eye beginning to be obscured'.s4 Reynolds
gave up painting the following year and died in
ry9z. Lady Hertford's mother, Lady Irwin paid
r So guineas for the picture, the sum of
Kr 5y ros. od. was debited to her account at DrumIn r9oz,
monds Bank on z,4 December ry8y.
more pictures were lent to the Royal Academy Old
Masters Exhibition; Portrait of a Young Man
(Plate r 8) by Titian (died r Sy6) and Pastora!
Landscape" by Claude Lorraine (r6oo —8r) which
had been purchased by the 9th Viscount Irwin in
ry65. Charles visited the exhibition and wrote to
Emily on y March, expressing appropriate delight.

—

r7 Cructfixton,
Franconian School
c. t4y5; the painting
bears the fake
monogram of Diirer.
Purchased at Christie's
by Mrs Meynell Ingram
for the altarpiece of her
chapel at Hoar Cross
Hall. Christie's

r 8 P or trai t of a Young
Man, by Titian,
photographed before
the removal of
nineteenth-century
canvas which had been
added on all sides. The
Earl of Halifax

...

—

I managed to get to the Old Masters Exhibition. Your
I should
picture is not the least like the two Titians
never believe that the same man painted them and yours
Yours is far far superior in every ivay... Your Claude
I was attracted
Lorraine in the big room looks splendid
by it before I saw to my delight in the catalogue that it was
yours.

—

—

inheriting the Temple Newsam picture
collection through her husband Hugo, Emily was
obviously conscious of the historic importance of
the paintings which had been brought together
over the previous two centuries. In her Will she
included a statement of her wishes for the pictures
at Temple Newsam and Hoar Cross, together with
other treasures which she considered to be of
'National
interest'.
Scientific and Historical

Although

Although heirloom entailments were not maintained by subsequent legislation, Emily's list of
forty-four pictures from the collection at Temple
Newsam and eight from Hoar Cross are evidence
of her concern that the collection should be kept
together. She was also aware of the long family
history represented by the portraits at Temple
Newsam. These did not then include portraits of
the early Stuart owners, the house having been
taken for the crown by Elizabeth I. There were
however, two pictures of the uncles of Mary,
Queen of Scots (Portrait of Francois de Lorraine,
Duc de Guise and Portrait of Claude de Lorraine,
Duc de Guise4') which had been at Temple
Newsam since the seventeenth century. For the
other members of the illustrious family connected

with Temple Newsam, copies were taken from
well-known portraits. Some of these remain at
Temple Newsam, including Lady Margaret Lennox42 (mother of Lord Darnley), Mary, Queen of
Scots (his wife) and Portrait of the Sons of the
Earl of Lennox44 (Darnley and his brother, taken
from the picture by Hans Eworth in the Royal
Collection). All these paintings were part of the
generous gift of over t6o pictures presented to
Temple Newsam in t948 by the Earl of Halifax.
Emily was always an intrepid traveller, journeying between her houses and visiting her
relatives to whom she remained devoted. When not
'yachting'he still travelled extensively in Europe
as well as to fashionable local resorts such as
Scarborough. When she was at home, Emily had
her favourite donkey and trap in which she drove
out into the countryside around her estates.
Recounting such an afternoon's excursion near
Temple Newsam in November r 894, Emily wrote
to Charles with some foreboding about what
would become of the house once she had departed:

...

It is a fine windy glorious afternoon 5c evening 5c I have
been driving for a couple of hours
meditating much
upon different things and life 5c its loneliness for all as it
draws to its end... I came through Barrowby lonely 5c
tenantless
the former home of the younger branch of

—
—

the Ingrams
I wonder whether ere long this glorious
old place will too be as deserted.4s

NOTES
In the
made
Hugo
papers

preparation of this article grateful acknowledgement is
to the Earl of Halifax, Richard Meynell, Esq., and Mrs
Meynell for permission to consult and quote from family
and reproduce illustrations.

Halifax Papers in Borthwick Institute, York, Az. x x5. Letter
dated x9 July x 89z from Eaton Square.
2 Halifax Papers, Az. SS.
List of his paintings which had been at Temple Newsam
made by xst Earl of Halifax, x957. Earl of Halifax.
Panel 56 x 39 cm, French School, sixteenth century. Location unknown. The inscription was probably added some
time after the picture was painted. It is more likely a
depiction of Diane de Poitiers, perhaps originally represented
as Diana the Huntress, hence a French rather than an English
king's mistress. The painting first appears at Temple
Newsam as part of a group of pictures belonging to Anne
Scarburgh, wife of Henry, 7th Viscount Irwin (x69x —x76x).
They were married inx7z8 and took up residence at Temple
Newsam in x736.
Arthur Young, A Six Months Tour through the Northern
Counties of England (first edition, London, c. x77o).
6 Probably on panel, approx. 48 x 63 cm (size given in x8o8
inventory as x ft 7 in by z. ft x in, although it is by no means
certain that the first measurement is the height). This picture
also appears in the list of paintings belonging to Anne
x

Scarburgh and was at Temple Newsam from x736; it last
appears in an inventory dated c. x86z. There are a group of
paintings of this subject executed early in the seventeenth
century in Antwerp attributed either to Hendrik van Balen or
Frans Francken II ( x 5 8 x —x 64 z,).
7 These were De Wint 5c Boeck.
8 Meynell Papers in Staffordshire County Record Office,
Stafford. D86x/E/8/7.
9 An account is given in the journals recording the voyages of
the Ariadne, Vol. 6. Entry for 8 April x892. Richard Meynefl,
xo

Esq.

Halifax Papers, Az.

xx A total

x x 5.
of seven early Italian pictures, including

those
(Plates 3 and 4) were sold at Christie's,
Dcccmbcr x969 and z7 Novcmbcr x97o.
x z Most of the Ingram family are buried at St Mary', the tombs
now sealed in an underground crypt. Emily did not neglect
the Church altogether as she paid Ex,x77 for Bodley to
rebuild the Chancel in x9ox.
x3 This has previously been discussed in two articles by
Christopher Gilbert. 'The Victorian Chapel at Temple
Newsam', Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 6z (x968) pp. 5-9 and
'A last look at the Victorian Chapel', Leeds Arts Calendar,
illustrated

No. 76 (x975) pp. xs —zo.

x4 Meynell. D86x/E/8/7.
x5 Halifax Papers, Az. xx5.

x6 Ibid.
x7 Canvas x65 x x x7 cm. Private collection. Attributed to Van
Dyck from the eighteenth century but possibly Italian. The
painting first appears in an inventory of pictures at Temple
Newsam in x688. In x7oz it was admired by the Leeds
antiquarian Ralph Thoresby, who saw it hanging in the Long
Gallery and was told that it was worth X3oo.
x8 The five paintings appearing in the list had been hanging in
the Gallery at Temple Newsam from the eighteenth century.
All were of similar size, which no doubt was the principal
reason for their inclusion.
x 9 Panel 75 x 47 cm, c. x 5o x —
o5. The picture first appears in an
inventory of goods belonging to Col. Charles Ingram (x 696—
x747) deceased, dated 4 February x74S. It was purchased
along with other items by Lady Jenkinson, sister to Anne,
Lady Irwin and appears in the inventory of pictures at
Temple Newsam in x75o after having been cleaned by John
Bouttats.
zo Canvas 63 x 48 cm approx. (based on measurement given in
x8og inventory). The painting appeared in the Temple
Newsam sale in x 9 2z, (lot x z 3 5).
zx Arnoldus de Brie appears to originate from Antwerp, where
a family of artists by that name is recorded from the
eighteenth century. There is a signed painting by him in the
Museum of London, Chesterfield House, Blackheath, canvas
3o x 46 cm, wrongly attributed to 'A de Bree's a result of a
misreading of the signature.
z.z, Canvas each x4o x xo9 cm approx. Private collection.
2.3 Canvas 75.5 x 63 cm, zz..x7/48.
z4 Halifax Papers, Az. xx5.
Canvas 79 x xz2 cm, signed and dated x 872.
26 Ariadne, Vol. 9.
z7 Halifax Papers, Az.. x x 5.
z,g Ariadne, Vol. 7.
29 Halifax Papers, Az. x x 5.
3o A report appeared in The Times, 26 June x 897, p. x x.
3x Bodley designed papers for Watts Sc Co, the company he set
up with his partner Thomas Garner to provide furnishings
for their buildings.

3z Panel x47 x x4z. cm. Location unknown. On the reverse of
the panel is a study of Angels Supporting the Veil of Saint
Veronica. The painting was exhibited at the Royal Academy
in x877 (x63) as Wohlgemuth or Diirer. After removal from
Hoar Cross Hall in x93z the picture was loaned to Manchester City Art Gallery until it was sold at Christie's, 7 July
x972. (lot 60).
Canvas 2.39 x x47 cm, 6/Sz.. The dating of this painting has
previously been given as x78x due to confusion with an
earlier portrait of Lady Hertford by Reynolds. However the
age of the sitter and the record of payment confirm that this
picture dates from x789.
34 Ledgers of Sir Joshua Reynolds housed in the Royal
Academy, London.
Drummonds
Bank (Royal Bank of Scotland), Trafalgar
Square, London. Surviving ledgers showing accounts of
Frances, Lady Irwin.
36 Canvas xoo.3 x 83.8 cm (as illustrated) c. x 3 xz,—x3. Private
Collection. The painting first appears as damaged in the
x 8o8 inventory. It seems likely that it was cut down around

37
38

39
4o
4x

4z,

44

this time and then made up to the original size with
additional canvas. It appears in this format in nineteenthcentury photographs of the Gallery at Temple Newsam. In
recent years this additional canvas has been removed and the
painting now measures 9x x 69 cm.
Canvas 94.6 x x x7 cm, Liber Veritatis z3, Version x.
c. x637—38. Private collection.
Halifax Papers, Az.. xx3.
Will dated 3x August x 898. The Earl of Halifax.
Canvas xz7 x 79 cm. zz.3o/48.
Canvas xz7 x xozcm. zz.3x/48. Christopher Wright suggests that this and the preceding picture are seventeenthcentury copies of unidentified sixteenth-century prototypes.
Canvas zx8 x x 33 cm. zz.36/48.
Canvas zx8 x x33 cm. zz.33/48.
Canvas 93 x 6z. cm. zz.77/48.
Halifax Papers, Az. x x3. Barrowby Hall was the home of
Arthur Ingram (c. x646—
x7x3), the younger brother of
66).
Henry, xst Viscount Irwin (x64x —
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